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Very short course description

We will analyze the business of platforms, such as Uber, Airbnb, and credit cards, that bring together two sides of a market (drivers and users; apartments and users; merchants and consumers). In platforms, there are positive feedback effects. The more users use Uber, the more drivers it attracts, and vice versa. Feedback effects result in high market concentration and high profits. Often, smaller platforms are marginalized or exit the market. We will study the factors and strategies that lead to success and profitability in platforms and apply them to Uber, Airbnb, credit cards, eBooks, cell phones, computer operating systems, and other industries. Teaser PPT introduction to the course.

Tentative Outline

This course analyzes the business of platforms and network industries. These industries include platforms such as Uber and Airbnb which bring together two sides of the market (drivers and users; apartments and users). Key platforms in finance are the credit card networks of Visa, MasterCard, and American Express that bring together merchants and consumers. The business of platforms shares many features with the business of networks such as the Internet and telecom network, as well as industries with significant complementarities, such as between computer or mobile phones operating systems and applications; games and game consoles; organic and paid Internet search, etc.

We develop a general theory of platform competition. We examine how networks are formed from the perspective/incentives of users, the network (platform) operator, and the applications providers that are complementary to the network. We identify key features of networks including: (i) higher value to users from networks of larger size (“network effects”); (ii) very significant inequalities in market share, profits, and prices; (iii) the extent of incentives for interoperability and interconnection between networks and platforms; and (iv) importance of key network nodes that are “central” or “influential” in the creation and stability of networks.

Many times, platforms are also called two-sided markets, where two sides/parties wish to interact, and their interactions must go through an intermediary/platform/network. Examples:

- Two sides: advertisers and readers. Intermediary: periodical, Yellow Pages, Internet search engine.
• Two sides: Internet message sender and receiver. Intermediary: Internet Service Provider(s).
• Two sides: consumers and merchants. Intermediary: payment network (e.g., Visa, MasterCard, American Express).
• Two sides: gamers and game designers. Intermediary: game-console manufacturer.

We observe that sometimes both sides pay the platform (game-console manufacturers charge both gamers and game designers), sometimes there is a zero price to one side (Google doesn’t charge consumers but charges advertisers) and sometimes one side is subsidized (credit-card companies charge merchants, but often subsidize consumers with cash and bonus points or miles). We explain why charges vary across the types of examples above and apply the findings to the current controversial issue the abolition of “network neutrality,” that is, whether telephone and cable companies are allowed to impose additional charges to originators of content on the Internet.

After developing the analytical tools, we focus on a series of industry cases, including (i) mobile “smart” phones such as iPhone and Android ones; (iii) digital books distribution networks; (iv) payments systems (credit cards) platforms; (v) taxi-like services platforms; (vi) electric cars platforms; (vii) mobile banking in Africa; (viii) audio and video distribution networks; and (iv) the PC operating systems market. We will also discuss the structure of the Internet, the Internet search and advertising markets/platforms and network neutrality.

Requirements: This course is for students who have completed a Microeconomics course. Students are expected to be in class and participate. There will be an in-class midterm. Instead of a final, students will form groups and each group will write an original paper on a topic relevant to the course, subject to the instructor’s approval. Student groups are expected to make PPT presentations on their topics two to three weeks before the end of classes. The papers will be submitted electronically during the last week of classes.

Invited Speakers (tentative)
• Jonathan Hall, Uber
• Vint Cerf, Google
• Brad Burnham, Union Square Ventures

Readings.

Required textbook
• Geoffrey G. Parker, Marshall W. Van Alstyne, and Sangeet Paul Choudary

We will also rely on class notes (PPTs) available to download (see clickable links below). The following books will also be put on reserve at the library.
1. Introduction; Summary of Basic Economics and Elementary Game Theory

Readings:
- Class notes/PPT.
- Pindyck and Rubinfeld, *Microeconomics*.

2. Nature and Types of Networks

- Nature and types of networks
- Features
- Network creation/expansion/formation; benefits; costs
- Measures of importance of specific nodes and links
- Degrees of separation; homophily
- Superimposition of various networks

Readings:
- Class notes/PPT.

3. Internet Basics

- Basics of the Internet
  1. Creation; History; Arpanet, NSF, Commercialization
2. Structure, infrastructure, transmission
3. Basic structure; protocols; functionality
4. Internet backbone
   a. Pricing: transit and peering
   b. Merger of MCI with WCOM; Failed merger of MCI/WCOM with Sprint
   c. Present industry structure
5. Last mile Internet; congestion?
   a. Preliminaries on wo-sided pricing and network neutrality.
6. The Internet search and advertising markets
7. Cybersecurity; A driver’s license to access the Internet?
8. Privacy, anonymity. Market for privacy?

• Invited speaker: TBA

Readings:
• Class notes/PPT.
• Shapiro and Varian chapter 7.
• Shapiro and Varian chapter 7.
• Easley and Kleinberg, Ch. 13, 14, 15.
• Shapiro and Varian chapter 7.

4. Cybersecurity and Privacy

• Security on the Internet very poor because of its design
• Security of computing devices very poor because manufacturers place ease and convenience above security
• Evidence that 1% of the 1 billion Internet devices (i.e., 10 mil) are infected zombies, able to attack other hosts
• However, largest reported attack is of about 10,000 coordinated devices
• How can we create incentives for manufacturers, ISPs and users to increase security?

Readings:
• Class notes/PPT

5. **Network Structures and Platforms; Two-sided Pricing**
   - Network properties
   - Platforms
   - Two-sided pricing

**Readings:**
- [Class notes/PPT](#).

6. **Network Effects Under Interoperability (Compatibility)**
   - Complementarity and compatibility
   - Network effects; higher value to a user from a network of larger size
   - Sources of network effects
   - Network effects under compatibility and perfect competition
   - Demand can slope upwards
   - Critical mass; fast expansion of new networks compared with non-network innovations
   - Multiplicity of Equilibria
   - Efficiency
   - Are network effects internalized?
   - Importance of key network nodes that are “central” or “influential” in the creation and stability of networks
   - Platforms game

**Readings:**
- [Class notes/PPT](#).
- Economides, Nicholas *The Economics of Networks*, *International Journal of Industrial Organization*, vol. 16, no. 4, pp. 673-699 (October 1996).
- Shapiro and Varian chapter 7.
- [Story in Wired magazine on Microsoft’s proposal for Apple allow clones](#).

7. **Technical Standards Competition and the Compatibility Decision**
   - Technical standards competition; standards’ wars
   - The incentive for compatibility/incompatibility; incentives for interoperability and interconnection between networks
   - Strategic choices of technical standards and compatibility in network industries
• “Winner-takes-most” markets; very significant inequalities in market share, profits, and (often) prices
• Monopoly/Dominant platforms.
  • Windows and applications.
• Competing platforms
  • Mobile “smart” phones: iOS, Android, Windows 7, Nokia
    a. Competition and pricing of OS, apps, carriers, handset manufacturer.
  • Incentives for incompatibility; Betamax vs. VHS; Blu-Ray vs. HD DVD; Windows vs. OS10 vs. Linux.
  • Incentives for compatibility; the agreement on the DVD format.

Readings:
• Class notes/PPT.
• Paul David and Shane Greenstein (1990), The Economics of Compatibility Standards.

8. Bottlenecks and Interconnection Pricing
• One-sided bottlenecks
• Leveraging of market power across markets
• Vertical Price Squeeze
• Two-sided bottlenecks
• Dynamic efficiency issues
• Innovation issues
• Regulation?

Readings:
• Class notes/PPT.
• Nicholas Economides, Giuseppe Lopomo and Glenn Woroch, Strategic Commitments and the Principle of Reciprocity in Interconnection Pricing, chapter 5 (pp. 62-99), in Gary Madden (ed.) The Economics of Digital Markets, Edward Elgar (2009).

9. Taxicab Services as a Two-Sided Network
• Hailed vs. arranged pickups
• Regulated vs. unregulated cars
• Uber and similar platforms

Readings:
• Class notes/PPT.


10. Electric Cars as a Two-Sided Network
   - Electric cars need a network of battery stations
   - Lessons from electric cars in the early 19th century

Readings:
   - Class notes/PPT

11. Credit Cards and Payment Systems Networks
   - Network Structure; Visa and MasterCard networks compared to the Amex and Discover networks.
   - Three-party networks (users, bank, merchants) vs. four-party networks (users, issuing bank, acquiring bank, merchants).
   - Government interventions: Australia, EU, USA.

Readings:
   - Class notes/PPT
   - Nicholas Economides and David Henriques (2011), *To Surcharge or Not to Surcharge? A Two-Sided Market Perspective of the No-Surcharge Rule*, NET Institute Working paper #11-03.

12. Mobile Banking in Africa and Other Developing Areas
   - Phones used as bank accounts
   - Mobile Money in Tanzania
   - The compatibility/incompatibility across networks decision

Readings:
   - Class notes/PPT

13. The Digital Books Market
   - Device-based distribution.
     i. Kindle, iPad, etc.
     ii. The role of formats.
     iii. Competition; pricing of devices; pricing of books; pricing by retailer vs. “agency model.”
Google books
  i. What it is; How it was done; Why Microsoft stopped doing it.
  ii. Benefits to Google from book scanning.
  iii. Settlement between Google and publishers rejected on antitrust grounds.

The long tail of the sales distribution of digital goods.

Google books settlement; District Court Decision rejecting settlement

DOJ suit against Apple and publishers on eBook pricing

Wholesale/retail pricing vs. agency model

Imposition of agency model on Amazon; price fixing

Apple found liable in conspiracy with publishers

Invited Speaker: TBA

Readings:
  • Class notes/PPT.

14. Two-sided Pricing and Network Neutrality

Two-sided pricing in markets with network effects
Complex price discrimination schemes in networks
Network neutrality
Policy positions of Obama, Trump, the FCC, and the EU
Model without congestion in the last mile
Model with congestion

Readings:
  • Class notes/PPT.
  • Nicholas Economides and Benjamin Hermalin (2012), The Economics of Network Neutrality, Rand Journal of Economics.
  • Jay Pil Choi and Byung-Cheol Kim (2010), Net neutrality and investment incentives, Rand Journal of Economics.

15. Antitrust in Networks Industries

US Microsoft case
Dominant market share of Microsoft in operating systems for PCs (over 90%).
US alleged monopolization of OS market, attempt to monopolize the market for browsers, and bundling of Internet Explorer with Windows.
Why is Microsoft selling Windows at a low price?
District Court finds Microsoft liable and orders breaking the company in two pieces.
Appeals Court keeps monopolization liability, reverses in all other respects.
• US and Microsoft settle; settlement terms; role of States.

**EU Windows Media Player case**
• Competing audio platforms on PC; MP3, WMA, iTunes, RealAudio, etc.; competing video platforms (MPEG, AVI, WMV, FLV, etc.).
• Piracy; Peer to peer; Napster and Torrent.
• Distribution through downloads vs. through the old Netflix model.
• EU suit against Microsoft for bundling Windows Media Player with Windows; settlement forced Microsoft to sell in Europe a version of Windows without Windows Media Player.

**EU browsers’ case**
• EU alleged illegal bundling of Internet Explorer with Windows.
• Settlement forced Microsoft to help distribute rivals’ browsers.

**EU investigations of Google**
• EU shopping case
• EU Android case

**Readings:**
• Class notes/PPT.
• The Microsoft Antitrust Case for MBA Students
• NYU conference on US v. MS, including streaming video of all presentations featuring (among others) Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust Doug Melamed, NY Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust Harry First, Microsoft counsel Rick Rule and Former Solicitor General Boyden Gray
• Discussion on US v. MS on PBS TV with host Jim Goodale, Prof. Nicholas Economides, and Prof. Eleanor Fox, in streaming video, first broadcast on November 16, 2000
• Story in Wired magazine on Microsoft’s proposal for Apple allow clones
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